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a b s t r a c t

Many types of membranes are available to enrich hydrogen. Nevertheless, there are some

with special potential for biohydrogen purification such as the non-porous, polymeric and

ionic liquid based membranes. The attractiveness of these membranes comes from the fact

that they can be employed nearly under the conditions where biohydrogen formation

taking place. Therefore, they appear as promising candidates to be coupled with hydrogen

producing bioreactors and hence giving the chance for in situ biohydrogen concentration.

It is known that the feasibility and efficiency of membrane technology e beside material

selection and module design e significantly depend on the separation circumstances.

Thus, the operation of membranes is a key issue and the most important factors to be

considered for gas purification are the composition of gas to be separated, the pressure and

temperature applied. The scope of this study is to give a comprehensive overview on the

recent applications of non-porous, polymeric and ionic liquid supported membranes for

biohydrogen recovery, placing emphasis on the operational conditions affecting mem-

brane’s behavior and performance. Furthermore, a novel concept for integrated bio-

hydrogen production and purification using gas separation membranes is demonstrated

and discussed.

Copyright ª 2013, Hydrogen Energy Publications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights

reserved.

1. Introduction

Biologically generated hydrogen e referring to the term of

biohydrogene research represents one of the hottest topics in

the field of bioenergetics due to the inherent benefits of

hydrogen over the other energy carriers, particularly its

unique, environmental-friendly features and high energy

content on gravimetric bases [27].

Though biohydrogen shows a high potential for future’s

sustainable development, there are still pending issues con-

cerning two major obstacles in the technology, namely the

consecutive production and purification. These steps need to
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be further improved to make biohydrogen a more reliable

option.

As a result of the recent decades, it can be concluded that

among the several ways to produce biohydrogen, dark

fermentation would appear to be the most feasible from

various points of views such as high stability, simple control

requirements, high volumetric productivity, etc. (Das and

Veziroglu, 2008). This method enables one to achieve suffi-

cient production rates by utilizing cheap and widely available

organic wastes formed in large quantities globally. Although

the dark fermentation is promising it usually suffers from low

yields (mol H2/mol substrate) [34]. Thus, an essential task is to

achieve improved substrate conversion efficiencies [34,70]. In

recent years, it has turned out that the accumulation of

hydrogen in the bioreactor is a significant reason for low

biohydrogen yields because hydrogen evolution is highly-

sensitive to H2 concentration and is subject to product inhi-

bition [71]. As hydrogen concentration increases in the

bioreactor, H2 synthesis decreases and metabolic pathways of

the whole cell biocatalysts shift toward the formation of

by-products such as lactate and other solvents (e.g. ethanol,

acetone, butanol, etc.) [71,55]. Consequently, systems should

properly be designed and operated to reduce H2 partial pres-

sure e and thus the concentration of H2 dissolved in the

fermentation broth e before it leads to the repression of its

generation [34,71,49,66].

For this purpose, various solutions such as nitrogen

sparging, vigorous mixing have been proposed [71,53] but the

development of novel methods is still needed e.g. by

employing membrane separation. Membrane technology

might aid to overcome the issue of low yields by allowing in

situ and continuous removal of biohydrogen from the reactor.

However, this approach is poorly investigated in spite of its

particular attractiveness.

In theory, a wide range of membrane applications are

available to complete the task of hydrogen separation and can

be classified into categories such as organic (usually made of

artificial polymers) and inorganic membranes. These groups

can be subdivided into porous and non-porous membranes.

Metallic (e.g. palladium) and metallic alloy membranes are

well-knownmembers of the inorganic, non-porous class [103].

These are extremely selective to hydrogen but possess some

drawbacks e.g. high cost, fragility and drastic operational

circumstances (e.g. elevated temperature) that restrict its

usefulness for biological systems.

The conventional porous, inorganic membranes separate

gaseous compounds based on differences inmolecular weight

and diffusivity, representing an upper-limitation for the

achievable process efficiency [69]. The porous, organic (poly-

meric) membranes derive their selectivity based on the

similar principle. Nevertheless, such membranes are often

used to fabricate membrane contactors (MC) and liquid

membranes (LM).

In LMs, various liquids fill the pores of the organic (poly-

meric) membranes serving as support/carrier matrixes.

Nowadays, ionic liquids are preferentially applied instead of

the traditional organic solvents and thus supported ionic

liquid membranes (SILMs) can be prepared. Through this

approach, the originally porous, polymeric membranes are

transformed into non-porous ones and perform separation

based on a mechanism called solution-diffusion. A similar

separation principle characterizes the conventional non-

porous, organic (polymeric) membranes (NPPM), as well.

In MCs, a porous, organic (polymeric) membrane stands for

a physical barrier between the gas to be separated and the

absorption liquid. The separation is dependent on the affinity

of gases to the absorption liquid employed and therefore MCs

can be described as devices combining membrane and ab-

sorption technology.

As a matter of fact, among the various alternatives intro-

duced so far, SILMs, NPPMs and MCs appear as the most po-

tential candidates for biohydrogen enrichment since their

operational requirements are close to those required for mo-

lecular hydrogen fermentation (nearly ambient temperature

and pressure), where they might able to express sufficient

separation performance.

Although membrane contactors are interesting and suit-

able options for the purification of gaseous mixtures with

biological origin [93,68,10,83], their application receives

somewhat less attention in comparison with NPPMs and

SILMs. Therefore, MCs are now beyond the scope of this paper

and only non-porous, polymeric and supported ionic liquid

membranes are focused.

It is widely known that the feasibility of amembrane based

gas purification system is dependent on three main factors:

- material selection for membrane fabrication

- design and configuration of membrane modules

- operation conditions

Membrane gas separation e especially the progress in

material engineering e has recently been addressed in depth

from various aspects [1,12,89,100]. However, none of the

research and review articles was specifically dedicated to

membrane operation in the important field of biohydrogen

recovery. Therefore, such a comprehensive overview was

aimed to give in this paper. The effects of the most crucial

operational factors influencing the performance of the non-

porous, polymeric and ionic liquid based membranes for

biohydrogen concentration were discussed. Moreover the

concept of the Gas Separation Membrane Bioreactor e inte-

grating hydrogen production and purification into a single

system e as a possible innovative way in biohydrogen tech-

nology was presented. The particular benefits of this special

set-up as well as some technical challenges were reviewed.

2. The role of membranes in biohydrogen
technology

Membrane technology can play multiple roles in the devel-

opment of biological systems [18] as well as in fermentative

biohydrogen technology. For example, membrane bioreactors

e employing submerged or externally (loop) connected

porous, water filtration (micro-, ultra-, nanofiltration and

reverse osmosis) membranes e are able to efficiently retain

active biomass within the fermenter. Thus, compared to

conventional free cell reactors, a significantly higher concen-

tration of active, hydrogen producing biomass can be ensured

leading to a definite increment in hydrogen turnover rate.
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Moreover, these systems e may be called as anaerobic

membrane bioreactors (AnMBR) e can be characterized by

enhanced stability and reliable operation as reported by

various authors ([54,90], Lee and Chung, 2010).

Nonetheless, there is another type of membrane bio-

reactors, where gas separation membranes are built-in (Fig. 1)

instead of their water filtration counterparts. Such an appa-

ratus can be called as Gas Separation Membrane Bioreactor,

abbreviated as GSMBR.

This application e as implied in Fig. 1 e possesses two

benefits. Firstly, a portion of the feed introduced to the gas

separation membrane (either permeate or retentate depend-

ing on the selectivity behavior of themembrane) which is lean

in hydrogen and enriches gaseous fermentation products of

no energetic value (e.g. CO2 and N2) can continuously be

recirculated to the bioreactor. Thus, bioH2 could be diluted

and due to its reduced partial pressure higher activity of the

hydrogen producing microbial population is expected. On the

top of an intensified biohydrogen turnout, hydrogen purifi-

cation can simultaneously be performed, as well. Hence,

concentrated bioH2 could be obtained in a one-step process.

Despite the apparent advantages of these constructions,

they received poor attention so far and only a couple of studies

e dealing with the integration of biohydrogen generation and

separation e can be referenced.

Teplyakov et al. coupled an activemembrane system to the

bioreactor to separate hydrogen. As reported, the experi-

mental set-up could remove CO2 quite efficiently from the

fermenter off-gas. The gas to be treated composed of approx.

80 vol% CO2 and 20 vol% H2 whilst the retentate stream con-

tained 90 vol% H2 and 10 vol% CO2 [93].

In a research by Liang et al., 10% and 15% increase in the

hydrogen production rate and yield was achieved, respec-

tively, when siliconmembrane was attached to the bioreactor

[56].

Bélafi-Bakó et al. linked a two-stagemembrane purification

system directly to the hydrogen producing bioreactor. Their

results demonstrated that it was possible to recover hydrogen

from themulti-compound gaseousmixture formed during the

bioconversion. In the permeate H2 could be enriched above

70 vol%. It was suggested that a semi-continuous gas removal

could enhance production process [11].

The separation of biohydrogen is considered as a key issue

since only purified hydrogen can be used for power (elec-

tricity) generation in efficient fuel cell applications. To enrich

biohydrogen, membrane technology is an appealing and

prosperous alternative from various technological points of

views, such as its environmentally benign nature, relative

ease of scalability, portability, etc.

In fact, one more particular reason to combine hydrogen

bioproduction and purification is that the membranes pur-

posing to selectively concentrate biohydrogen have more

often than not been characterized under ideal circumstances

with pure gases and only less frequently with binary and

ternary gaseous mixtures (H2/CO2, H2/N2, H2/CO2/N2). For ref-

erences, please see the subsequent chapters.

However, in real cases the gas obtained during the bio-

hydrogen fermentation is a complex mixture of compounds

(H2, CO2, N2) with several trace components (e.g. H2S) satu-

rated with water. Consequently, extrapolating the perfor-

mance of membranes from single or model gas

measurements is not certainly reliable andmay lead to wrong

conclusions. In addition, the knowledge on membranes’

durability/stability is poor and thus long-term tests are

required with real gaseous mixtures. Therefore, the feasibility

of membrane gas separation for biohydrogen purification

should be examined under real conditions with raw fermen-

tation gases in long-term experiments.

As a summary, it can be pointed that membrane gas sep-

aration could play significant roles in biohydrogen technology

and it is advisable to study hydrogen fermentation and sepa-

ration in parallel, possibly in integrated applications. The Gas

Separation Membrane Bioreactors can likely open a door for

this purpose.

Fig. 1 e The concept of the gas separation membrane bioreactor system. 1: Feed (nutrient) tank; 2: feed (nutrient) pump; 3:

bioreactor; 4: stirrer; 5: effluent (spent media); 6: gas compressor; 7: optional humidity control/removal (e.g. condenser); 8:

gas separation membrane module; 9: fuel cell.
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In the next sections, the various NPPMs and SILMs showing

potential to be built into GSMBRs will be presented and dis-

cussed along with the most important operational conditions

and their effects.

3. Non porous, polymeric membranes for
GSMBR

Gas separation applying non-porous, polymericmembranes is

a mature technology with practical importance. It has tradi-

tionally been used for natural gas conditioning [5,60] and

nowadays also receives notable attention from other fields

such as biogas, and especially biohydrogen purification, as it

will be shown in the following sections.

3.1. Performance with single gases

In the last decades, enormous efforts have beenmade in order

to find suitable polymeric membranes for the hydrogen

economy and yielded numerous materials with relatively

sufficient permeability and selectivity properties. The mem-

branes developed are classified as H2-selective/CO2-rejective

and CO2-selective/H2-rejective ones. The gas transport

through dense polymeric membranes can be described by the

solution-diffusion model [33,52,69]. Hence, regardless of the

membrane used, the selectivity is a result of the diffusivity

and solubility differences of the penetrating gases.

The H2-selective membranes are made of so-called glassy

polymers sieving molecules based on size and permeating

preferentially hydrogen rather than the othere larger and less

motile e chemical substances e.g. CO2. On the contrary, the

CO2-selective membranes enrich the relatively less soluble

hydrogen in the retentate and direct the more condensable

compounds to the secondary side of the membrane.

Recently, Shao et al. evaluated in depth the separation ef-

ficiencies of various polymeric membranes for H2 concentra-

tion [89]. Depending on the material, hydrogen and carbon

dioxide permeabilities fluctuated between 2.4e125 and

0.6e84.6 Barrer, respectively. The corresponding H2/CO2

theoretical selectivities were found as 1.5e5.9 for the group or

H2-selective membranes. As for the CO2-selective class, car-

bon dioxide and hydrogen permeabilities ranged between

15.3e10700 and 7.9e5800 Barrer, respectively, resulting in

ideal CO2/H2 selectivities of 1.8e11.

Furthermore, in studies where H2/N2 separation has been

addressed, it was found that nitrogen transport was remark-

ably slower compared to hydrogen, and consequently it would

appear that its elimination is not as difficult issue as of CO2

[63,64,40,41].

It is to notice that a part of the membranes for H2-separa-

tion was made of commercial organic matter e not “real

designed polymers” e which have originally been engineered

for other purposes e.g. natural gas upgrading/sweetening [1].

On the other hand, a large number of high performance,

tailor-made polymers have been developed both for H2- and

CO2-selective membranes but presently most of them are too

expensive to be commercialized.

Despite the enormous work done it can be concluded

that membranes demonstrating both good selectivity and

permeability properties are subjects for further investigations.

According to Robeson, it appears that a tread-off must be

made and higher selectivity can only be achieved at the

expense of reduced gas permeation capacity and vice versa.

Therefore, the research for more attractive materials should

to be continued [82].

3.2. Performance with mixed gases e the impact of gas
composition

The composition of the gas to be separated is a key factor

influencing remarkably the achievable separation efficiency.

As it was found, the theoretical selectivities estimated to

certain gas pairs were usually higher than the corresponding

mixed gas selectivities. However, exclusively the mixed gas

studies can help to judge the real appropriateness of the

membranes for a given separation task. This is because

interactions take place between the gasmolecules themselves

and/or the gas molecules and the polymer, altering the

permeation behavior of the individual gas species. In other

words, in multi-compound gaseous mixtures the presence of

one gas affects the transport of the other(s), leading eventually

to various separation limiting phenomena such as (penetrant

induced) plasticization, competitive sorption, concentration

polarization, etc. [19,51,81].

Therefore, the permeation properties of the membranes

determined in pure gas tests may serve as a “predictive tool”

helping to decide whether the selectedmaterial/module could

or could not have potential for hydrogen enrichment.

This implies that only the membranes reflecting sufficient

permeability and ideal permselectivity traits might fulfill the

separation requirements and should further be investigated

with more complex gaseous mixtures. The importance of gas

composition is evidenced through the examples taken from

the literature, as follows.

Various CO2-selective membranes were tested under

mixed gas conditions. Car et al. prepared various PEBAX�/PEG

blendmembranes which have been tested both with pure (H2,

CO2, N2) and multi-component gases (H2/CO2), as well. It was

observed that the membranes’ performances were drastically

reduced in the mixed gas experiments regardless of the

polymer composition used [16].

In another study, Reijerkerk et al. processed PEBAX�/PEG-

PDMS membranes and the findings were in agreement with

those obtained by Car et al., since the membranes suffered

significant loss in separation performance during H2/CO2 bi-

nary gas permeation [80]. Similar conclusions were drawn by

Yave et al. using poly(amide-b-ethylene oxide)/polyethylene

glycol blend membranes [101]. Interestingly, Chen et al. ob-

tained improved CO2/H2 mixed selectivities in comparison

with the ones measured in pure gas tests using various PEO

based membranes. The significant e more than two-fold e

increment was explained by the decreased permeability of H2

when contacting the special structure polymers with the gas

mixture [20].

Furthermore, there are also reports about the behavior of

H2-selective membranes during mixed gas permeation. David

et al. have conducted comprehensive investigations on poly-

imide (Matrimid�) membranes [28,29]. In these studies, it was

revealed that the H2/CO2 separation factor has considerably
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decreased under each experimental condition. Moreover, not

only binary H2/CO2 but ternary H2/CO2/N2 mixtures were also

prepared and used. The output data indicated that H2 trans-

port was not affected by the presence of nitrogen, it was only a

function of carbon dioxide concentration.

In a recent study by our group, a commercial polyimide

membrane module was subjected to biohydrogen concentra-

tion. When the membrane was tested with H2/CO2 mixture

containing 55 vol% H2 and 45 vol% CO2 the selectivity has

remarkably fallen compared to those measured under ideal

conditions [6].

During membrane gas separation, the phenomenon of

plasticization commonly occurs andmay be a restrictive factor.

It is a consequence of plasticizing molecule (e.g. CO2) content

in the target gas mixture to be separated and can drastically

change the membrane’s performance [97,99]. Briefly, the

plasticizer agent e due to its special sorption/condensability

features e modifies the polymer structure and hence the

permeation rate of all, but especially the “slowly”moving (not-

plasticizing) compounds present. In other words, plasticiza-

tion reduces the gas transport resistance of the membranes,

leading to higher permeability of all the gas species and hence

generally causing depressed selectivity. It is typical for both

glassy and rubbery membranes, but has greater impact on the

former ones which separate components based on their

diffusion difference, meanwhile the members of the latter

category rely on distinct solubility properties rather than

diffusivity [81]. A couple of approaches have been proposed in

order to avoid plasticization as listed in Table 1.

Additionally to the example in Table 1, Hasbullah et al.

investigated the permeance properties of pure H2, CO2 and N2

in membranes made of polyaniline derivative. It has come to

light that the fabricated hollow fiber membranes could more

effectively resist plasticization compared to other polymers

e.g. polyetherimide, polysulfone, polycarbonate and poly-

estercarbonate [38].

Concerning the issue of membrane plasticization, the

research by Lin et al. is also noteworthy. In recent years, they

have been developing membranes for hydrogen purification

and found that the rubbery, cross-linked poly(ethylene oxide)

materials showed viability to remove CO2 from CO2/H2 mix-

tures. It was reported that the plasticization of the membrane

e attributed to CO2 content e aided the separation, especially

at lower temperatures and higher partial pressures of carbon

dioxide. Moreover, the results revealed that the membranes

retained their favorable properties even when additional

compounds e.g. H2S and moisture were present [59]. Such

findings are highly valuable since beside the main of the gas

mixture constituents (H2, CO2, N2) evolved during biohydrogen

fermentation, certain trace compounds (e.g. H2S) and humidity

could naturally be present and need to be taken into account.

These impurities might have considerably influence on

membrane’s behavior and stability/durability, which must

carefully be understood in order to synthesize and/or select

appropriate polymeric membranes for (in situ) biohydrogen

recovery. Even the membranes perform promisingly with dry

binary and ternary gas streams it is not evident that they can

also reliably work with wetted feeds.

Water vapor has special characteristics (small size,

hydrogen bonding affinity) providing its unique permeation

ability. Moisture is strongly condensable and can extremely

change the transport of all the compounds present in the

mixture [19]. It could be responsible for membrane swelling,

(moisture induced) plasticization and also competitive sorp-

tion can occur while the gas species compete for the absorp-

tion sites in the microvoids existing between the polymer

chains in the membrane matrix. Moreover, as it was found,

water molecules can form so-called clusters by linking

together through hydrogen bounds in hydrophobic and

slightly hydrophilic polymers. Such water domains can slow

down the permeation of the other gaseous compounds since

moving these clusters may act as spatial obstacles [8,19]. In

other words, water content can increase the mass transfer

resistance of the membrane.

In a research carried out by Wang et al. H2 and CO2 per-

meations were investigated in pure, dry-mixed and wet-

mixed gas experiments, as well. It has turned out that the

surface modified polyimide membranes provided the best

selectivity when single gases were used followed by the dry-

and wet-binary H2/CO2 mixtures [98]. Despite the importance

of humidity, the number of studies discussing its effect on gas

separation using non-porous, polymeric membranes is

limited and most of them have been performed by applying

gasmixtures containing no hydrogen. Therefore, this area can

be a subject of future studies and represent an important topic

for “real case” biohydrogen purification. If remarkable per-

formance loss of the membranes occurs due to the humidity

content then it should be removed, practically condensed

prior to feeding the raw fermentation gases to the membrane

module.

Getting rid of hydrogen sulfide is of high importance in bio-

hydrogen conditioning. The concentration of this chemical

substance is usually in the range of some hundred “ppm”,

produced as a result of the microbial decomposition of pro-

teins and amino acids with sulfur content. It is a polar and

condensable species, capable to form hydrogen bounding and

can be characterized by a corrosive nature. Thus, it is

reasonably harmful to the end-use technology of biohydrogen

(e.g. fuel cells) and e depending on the toughness of the ma-

terial e it may cause undesired changes in the polymer’s

structure leading to reduced separation performance and

shortened lifetime. However, only few researches can be

found on the desulphurization of gaseous mixtures with bio-

logical origin using non-porous, polymeric membranes.

Table 1 e Few examples for strategies to avoid
plasticization effect in non-porous, polymeric
membranes.

Strategy Reference

Thermal treatment Kawakami et al. [46]

Chemical cross linking Choi et al. [21]

Lin et al. [59]

Tin et al. [94]

Polymer blending Car et al. [16]

Khan et al. [48]

Reijerkerk et al. [80,81]

Yave et al. [101]
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Harasimowicz et al. employed commercial polyimide

membrane to upgrade biogas with special focus on hydrogen-

sulfide elimination. They revealed that themembranemodule

performed satisfactory with different model mixtures

comprising CH4, CO2 and H2S. In their study the polyimide

membrane reflected good permeability to H2S but its removal

efficiency was highly dependent on the separation conditions

[37]. Although the results indicate that membrane gas sepa-

ration is a possible way for biogas processing, its feasibility for

the biohydrogen technologymust be determinedwith real gas

samples taken from the headspace of anaerobic hydrogen

producing bioreactors. Further evaluation on the effect of

hydrogen-sulfide using polymeric membranes can be extrac-

ted from the literature related to natural gas sweetening

[36,95]. In another example, Vaughn et al. synthesized novel

polyamide-imide polymer membrane for natural gas treat-

ment with special regard to aggressive gas e such as H2S e

separation. Summarizing the experiences, H2S was described

as a potentially plasticizing chemical, and its effect can be

stronger than that of CO2. Moreover, it was indicated that

hydrogen sulfide content affected CO2 permeation due to

competitive sorption due to the higher affinity of H2S to the

sorption sites located in the microvoids of the polymer. This

phenomenon has reduced the solubility and flux of other

gases (that was more pronounced for CO2), causing depressed

CO2/CH4 selectivities over a wide range of feed pressures [96].

As it was discussed so far, minor contaminants can have

noticeable influence on the polymeric membrane’s behavior.

However, their combined effects might be different from

those determined for the individual compounds. Therefore,

this is another reason for the necessity of testing the mem-

branes directly with raw fermentation gas mixtures.

Furthermore, exposing the membranes to highly interact-

ing compounds (e.g. CO2, H2S) could provide data not only

about the permeability and selectivity values but also about

the reversible/irreversible changes taking place in the poly-

mer structure and hence, it can be a possibleway to determine

the membrane’s stability/durability [96].

In a research by Scholes et al. the impact of H2S and water

content on the characteristics of PDMSmembranewas sought

[85]. It was concluded that when H2S and CO2 permeated

simultaneously through the membrane CO2 permeability has

decreased significantly. On the other hand, the presence of

H2S tended to slightly increase N2 permeation rate. It was also

pointed out that both CO2 and N2 transport were affected by

moisture in a manner that the higher the water content the

smaller the flux could bemeasured. It was also elucidated that

water preferentially dominated the regions of the PDMS ma-

trix alone rather than be mixed with the other gaseous sub-

stances and hence, limited the available volume in the

polymer for CO2 and N2 permeation causing hindered gas

transport.

Despite the valuable findings presented, further evaluation

is essential on that topic since hydrogen was typically not

presented in the mixtures studied.

It is worth to note about some future directions in the

development of non-porous, polymeric gas separation mem-

branes. The first to mention is the group of the mixed-matrix

membranes which combines the dense polymers with inor-

ganic materials [3,89,100]. These hybrid membranes reflect

some advantages in comparison with their pure polymeric

counterparts and have been developed in order to overcome

their separation limitations. Taking into account the recent

research progress in that field, zeolite, silica, carbon nano-

tubes andmetal(nanoparticles) (e.g. Pd) are themost potential

inorganic materials to be integrated with an NPPM that serves

as incorporationmatrix [2,9,23,47,50,91]. The possible benefits

of these membranes can be their improved mechanical

endurance against harsh conditions and significantly

enhanced separation characteristics. Although such mem-

branes are innovative, they will not leave the laboratory-scale

unless some apparent bottlenecks such as high cost demand,

unstable polymers at elevated temperatures, poor adhesion

between the inorganic and organic phases, etc. are not solved

[3,89].

Another opportunity to obtain more attractive hydrogen

separation membranes or in other word, a possible way for-

ward is the development and use of thermally rearranged

polymers. These materials comprise aromatic polymers

interconnected with heterocyclic rings, e.g. polybenzoxazoles

and polybenzothiazoles. Such materials express superior

thermal and chemical resistance and therefore, may be used

under harsh separation circumstances e.g. to selectively

enrich hydrogen from steam reformers’ off-gas [76].

Park et al. studied thermally rearranged polymers for gas

separation purposes. They reported about the difficulties of

membranes processing and fabrication as well as they

concluded that these kinds of artificial polymers showed

impressive gas separation performances both in terms of

selectivity and permeability. These traits were explained by

the special microstructure of the membranes that could be

fine-tuned e.g. by heat treatment. Moreover, it was found that

the thermally rearranged membranes could successfully

withstand plasticization during CO2/CH4 separation up to

20 atm carbon-dioxide partial pressure at 35 �C [75,76].

Besides, an alternative and highly promising path is to

employ polymer-based organic microporous materials, or in

other words, the Polymers of Intrinsic Microporosity (PIMs)

[13,67]. These matters behave similarly to microporous ma-

terials in solid state and their non-cross linked, soluble

members could potentially be applied for gas separation tasks

[14,15].

3.3. Effect of operational conditions on membrane
performance e issues of pressure, temperature and stage cut

In previous sections the impact of gas composition on mem-

brane’s behavior was detailed. However, there are other fac-

tors governing the separation process for a given membrane

module made of a certain material: these are the applied the

operational conditions (feed pressure, temperature, stage cut).

Gas separation employing non-porous, polymeric mem-

branes is basically a concentration-driven technology but the

(partial) pressure difference/ratio between the feed and

permeate sides plays also a key role [52,69]. In theory, the

higher the (partial) pressure ratio the greater the flux and

selectivity can be obtained.

Pressure issue is important from an additional point of view.

As specified above, a few material-design related approaches

were suggested to overcome susceptibility to plasticization.
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Nevertheless, the responsiveness of membrane materials to

penetrant (e.g. CO2) induced plasticization is not independent

of the operational conditions. In fact, it is mainly associated

with moderate and higher feed pressure (fugacities) regions

[16,80]. Therefore, it possibly does not represent a notable

issue during biohydrogen separation since H2 is formed at

nearly ambient pressures (w1 atm) and its high compression

would consume a large part of the chemical energy stored in

that. On the other hand, it is beneficial to maintain as high

pressure ratio as possible across the membrane because of it

determines the driving force and hence strongly affects the

process efficiency [52,69].

Theoretically, there is another opportunity to improve the

driving force beyond manipulating feed pressure. This is the

application of vacuum on the permeate side. At least a slightly

under-pressurized secondary side of the membrane module

could ensure improved transmembrane pressure ratio e

without the need of feed compression e and lead to enhanced

gas transport through the membrane. Although vacuum

seems attractive, it might not be suitable when scaling a lab-

size technology up since the cost of the increased perfor-

mance is the multiplied volume of the gas to be handled. This

can represent a practical limitation at industrial facilities.

Consequently, the applicability of vacuum should carefully be

addressed.

Davidetal.usedmembranesmadeofpolyimide (Matrimid�)

and found that the achievable permeabilities and mixed-gas

selectivities for H2/CO2 binary mixtures were not only the

functionof feedpressure (fugacity) itself but thecompositionof

the gas to be separated also played a significant role [29]. This

implies that the effects of feed pressure and gas composition

canbecross-dependentandtherefore the feedpressureapplied

should be chosen by considering the gas composition. Hence, a

trade-off might be necessary in terms of pressure conditions

due to multiple reasons in order to attain optimal purification

efficiency.

Studies discussing the effect of feed pressure (fugacity) on

various membranes’ performances have been published by

several authors and presented in Table 2.

Beside pressure, temperature is also a factor during gas

separation using non-porous, polymeric membranes since it

determines the permeability and selectivity properties. Basi-

cally, the H2- and CO2-selective membranes favor distinct

operational temperatures. The formers are usually operated

at moderate or slightly elevated temperature, meanwhile the

latter ones require relatively lower temperatures (even below

the normal freezing point of water) for efficient separation

[58]. This is attributed to the fact that H2-selective, glassy

polymers, as mentioned earlier, separate gases based on

diffusivity (molecule size) differences, while CO2-selective,

rubbery materials achieve separation through variances in

solubility of the permeating molecules. Temperature displays

reverse effect on gas diffusivity and solubility. Elevating/

decreasing the temperature enhances/inhibits gas diffusion,

while on the other hand, reduces/increases solubility in a

significant manner. Additionally, temperature changes the

polymer’s structure and the corresponding features such as

flexibility and motion of the polymer chains, free volume, etc.

that significantly affect gas transport.

In general, for non-porous, polymeric membranes an

Arrhenius-type relationship can be established between gas

permeability and temperature, indicating that the higher the

temperature the greater the flux is expected for pure gases

[79]. However, theoretical and real selectivities could either be

depressed or improved with temperature. It is important to

note that the observable impacts of temperature on the main

characteristics of membrane are material specific in a certain

degree and might vary from polymer to polymer. This sup-

poses a possible trade-off in separation temperature so as to

keep balance between permeability and the obtainable gas

(product) purity. Articles dealing with the influence of tem-

perature on membranes’ performances have recently been

reported, some examples are indicated in Table 3 Q2.

In addition to the pressure and temperature, stage-cut is

also an important process variable during multi-compound

gas separation and gives how much of the gas mixture intro-

duced to the membrane as a feed is taken as permeate. Its

value highly influences the achievable purification efficiency

since the final concentration of the target compound(s) both in

permeate and retentate fractions is stage-cut dependent [4].

Similar conclusions were drawn in our recent study, as well

[6].

Moreover, the proper selection of stage-cut can help to

reduce concentration polarization that is a possible threat during

the separation. In brief, it occurs when excess molecules are

accumulated in a nearby, boundary layer to the membrane’s

surface where the concentration of the fastly-permeating

component(s) is reduced, meanwhile that is of the less-

permeable gas(es) is increased compared to the bulk phase.

Therefore, a concentration gradient is generated close to the

membrane’s surface that reduces the driving force (concen-

tration difference) between the feed and permeate sides of the

membrane and consequently decreases both the permeability

and selectivity [62]. For example, when the ratio of permeate

in the feed flows is low, only a limited portion of the inlet gas

passes through the membrane. Thus, in that case, the change

in gas composition on the membrane’s surface might be

neglected and concentration polarization can be restricted.

Nevertheless, there are compounds such as H2O potentially

causing concentration polarization even at low stage-cut

values [19].

This is another fact that proves the membrane’s perfor-

mance for biohydrogen recovery should be assessed not only

under “ideal” circumstances but also with “real” gasmixtures,

representing much more complex matrices to be handled.

Table 2 e Studies dealing with the effect of pressure and
temperature on non-porous, polymeric membrane’s
behavior.

Papers discussing on
pressure’s effect

Papers discussing on
temperature’s effect

Car et al. [16] Car et al. [16]

Chua et al. [22] David et al. [28]

David et al. [28,29] Husken et al. [41]

Lin and Freeman [57] Lin and Freeman [57]

Reijerkerk et al. [80,81] Reijerkerk et al. [81]

Scholes et al. [85] Rowe et al. [84]

Talakesh et al. [92] Scholes et al. [85]
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4. Ionic liquid membranes for GSMBR

Ionic liquids (ILs) are wide-spread materials with industrial

recognition and have recently been used at various fields of

interest including gas separation, as well [74]. They are salts

with a melting point below 100 �C and basically composed

of an organic cation and an inorganic anion which can be

varied according to the respective task of separation. There-

fore ILs can be called as tailor-made chemicals [35] and being

employed as substitutes to the traditional organic solvents in

membrane, more specifically in liquid membrane technology

applied for gas separation due to their fine-tunable properties

and negligible tension (non-volatile nature) preventing sol-

vent losses.

The IL based liquid membranes combine porous polymeric

membranes and ionic liquids which thus form together non-

porous membranes and refer to the term of “Supported Ionic

Liquid Membrane”, abbreviated as SILM [65].

SILMs employing a large number of ILs e mostly Room

Temperature Ionic Liquids (RTIL) e have demonstrated appro-

priate qualities for the separation of H2, CO2, N2, as well.

4.1. Performance with single and mixed gases e gas
composition effect

SILMs for hydrogen enrichment purposes have been exten-

sively studied. Neves et al. investigated the appropriateness of

various imidazolium-cation based RTILs for biohydrogen

concentration using PVDF membrane as support material in

pure gas tests [72]. Based on the permeability values deter-

mined, it was revealed that the membranes allowed the gases

to permeate in the following order: CO2 > H2 > N2. It has also

been shown that the length of the cation present influenced

the ideal selectivity (ai/j) for CO2/H2 ð5 < aCO2=H2
< 8Þ. However,

it has not affected H2/N2 selectivity ðaH2=N2
¼ 4Þ. On the other

hand, it was demonstrated that altering the anion coupled

with the imidazolium-based cation could change the overall

behavior of the membrane ð6 < aCO2=H2
< 11; 3 < aH2=N2

< 4Þ.
Cserjési et al. incorporated VACEM type ionic liquids and

microporous PVDF membranes in order to separate hydrogen

from carbon dioxide and nitrogen. As it was found, the rate of

CO2 permeation was the highest by far resulting in decent

CO2/H2 theoretical selectivity [25].

In a more recent research by Cserjési et al., 12 different

types of ionic liquids were employed for gas separation. It was

reported that not all of the ILs were suitable for membrane

fabrication because some of themdestroyed the PVDF support

matrix. Nevertheless, those which were found applicable

possessed potential toward H2 purification. Theoretical CO2/

H2 and H2/N2 selectivities ranged between 5e13 and 1.7e7.7,

respectively [26].

Neves et al. determined the permeation properties of H2,

CO2 and N2 for membranes prepared with ionic liquids con-

taining methyl-imidazolium cations (differing in side chain

length) and various anion groups. Two different (hydrophilic,

hydrophobic) poly(vinylidene fluoride) membranes were used

as immobilization materials. As it was observed, the increase

in the alkyl chain length of the cation returned in enhanced

gas fluxes. The permeabilities of the gases could be ordered as

Table 3 e Examples for mixed (H2/CO2) gas separation studies using non-porous, polymeric membranes.

Membrane
material

Operational conditions Reference

Feed gas
composition

Feed
pressure

Temperature Gas flux Real
selectivity

H2

(vol%)
CO2

(vol%)
H2 CO2 Overall

PEBAX�/PEG

blends

50 50 7e20 bar 293 K n.s. n.s. 0.13e0.31a 8e9.5 Car et al. [16]

PEBAX�/PEG-PDMS

blends

30 70 6e35 bar 308 K n.s. n.s. n.s. 9e10 Reijerkerk et al. [80]

PEBAX�/PEG blends 50 50 5 bar 293 K 1.5e2.5f 13e31f n.s. 8.1e9.6 Yave et al. [101]

PEO-PI copolymers 50 50 2 atm 308 K 5e7.9b 179.3b

(highest)

n.s. 21e22.7 Chen et al. [20]

PI (Matrimid� 5218) 10 90 4e6 bar 303 K 10e17c 4.1e5.2c n.s. 2.7e3 David et al. [28]

PI (Matrimid� 9725) 20e80 80e20 2e10 bar 303 K 36e48d 9e12d n.s. 3.1e4.6 David et al. [29]

PI (commercial UBE

membrane)

55 45 1.1e1.8 bar 310 K n.s. n.s. 3.7e10.5e 1.34e1.56 Bakonyi et al. [6]

Cross-linked PEG

copolymer

20 80 17 atmg 308 K n.s. n.s. n.s. 9.4 Lin et al. [59]

6FDA-durene PI 50 50 7 atm 308 K 14e303b 0.8e407b n.s. 0.75e77.1 Wang et al. [98]

n.s.: not specified.

a (m3/m2 h bar).

b Barrer.

c (m3 (STP) m m�2 s�1 kPa�1)1014.

d (m3 (STP) m m�2 s�1 kPa�1)108.

e dm3 (STP) min�1.

f (m3/m2 h bar)102.

g Partial pressure of CO2.
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CO2 > H2 > N2. Furthermore, it was found that the anion and

its viscosity also had great impact on permeability. Regardless

of the IL’s structure, the membranes were typically selective

for CO2 rather than for H2 and N2 [73]. In a succeeding work by

the same research group, Ion-jelly� (combination of ionic

liquid and gelatin) membranes were prepared for H2, CO2 and

N2 separation [24]. The calculated permeabilities and ideal

selectivity values remained in the same order of magnitude as

in the previous study [73] but lower ideal selectivities could be

achieved.

In another research, composite membranes were made of

fairly permeable glassy fluorine-containing polyimide and

methyl-imidazolium type ionic liquid. It has turned out that

the ionic liquid to membrane mass ratio played a key role in

the separation of gases due to IL domain formation. Accord-

ingly, the permeability of all the gases including H2, CO2 and

N2 was fluctuated and the highest CO2/H2 theoretical selec-

tivity could be obtained by the membrane containing the

highest amount of IL (81 wt.%) [45].

Friess et al. investigated the gas transport properties of

ionic liquid polymer gel membranes with high ionic liquid

content. The IL used was a methyl-imidazolium cation based

one. The outcomes evidenced that increasing the IL content

up to 80 wt.% significantly enhanced the permeabilities,

however, the degree of increment was gas specific. The ideal

selectivities were computed for the gas pairs tested and it was

seen that CO2 could more effectively be separated from H2

when higher amount of IL was used for to construct the

membrane. The CO2 permeability exceeded 500 Barrer and

CO2/H2 selectivity was higher than 10 at 80 wt.% ionic liquid

content. On the other hand, the membrane’s behavior in

terms of H2/N2 selectivity was contradictory since the higher

the IL content the lower the separation factor could be ach-

ieved. When the maximum amount of IL was applied, it

decreased to w2.5 [31].

Carlisle et al. synthesized a series of cross-linked poly(-

vinylimidazolium)-RTIL gel membranes with various loadings

of mono-, difunctional and non-polymerizable IL monomers.

Subsequently, the membranes’ features were determined

with pure gases. It was shown that CO2 permeability has

remarkably increased with free RTIL mass ratio and resulted

in improved ideal CO2/H2 selectivity. The best performance

was observed at 75 wt.% free RTIL content where impressive

CO2 permeability (>500 Barrer) and CO2/H2 selectivity (12)

could be attained. Moreover, it was found that decreasing the

amount of cross-linking monomer yielded somewhat

enhanced CO2/H2 permselectivity. Finally, the experimental

data indicated that changing the length or chemical compo-

sition of the mono-functional monomers had only marginal

impact on the separation process [17].

Some studies dealing with mixed gas permeation using

SILMs are available but it is important to note that in the vast

majority of the cases where CO2 separation was focused, H2

was not taken into account during the experiments. Never-

theless, the research outcomes can represent useful platform

for future design considerations.

The SILMs engineered by Cserjési et al. exhibited decreased

permeabilities by 10e15% during ternary H2/CO2/N2 gas sep-

aration compared to the single gas measurements which was

explained by the interactions between the molecules [25].

Scovazzo et al. reported on the performance of SILMs

applying imidazolium type ionic liquids. It was demonstrated

that the supported ionic liquid membranes not only out-

performed the conventional polymers for CO2/N2 and CO2/CH4

separation during pure gas tests but it was also found that

theoretical and mixed gas selectivities remained comparable

for the latter gas pair. On the contrary, CO2/N2 mixed gas se-

lectivities were not given due to the extremely low flux of N2

that made the corresponding experimental values unreliable

[87].

Neves et al. carried out tests with binary CO2/N2 and CH4/

CO2 mixtures. It was presented that regardless of the SILMs

used mixed gas selectivities for both gas couples were lower

than the ideal values obtained with pure gases. However, the

difference between them was not considerable, which is an

important conclusion [73].

These results well-agreed with the findings of Gu et al. who

focused on CO2 separation by two block copolymer ion gel

systems using methyl-imidazolium cation based ionic liquid

[EMIM][TFSA] as monomer to be polymerized and PVDF

membrane as support. It has clearly been showed that e

under certain conditions e the ideal and mixed gas selectiv-

ities for CO2/N2 and CO2/CH4 were only hardly distinguishable

(Gu et al., 2012).

The given examples evidence that the various kinds of

SILMs have strong potential for gas separation since in com-

parison with the above-discussed non-porous, polymeric

membranes their selectivities are not remarkably changed

when being exposed to multi-compound gaseous mixtures.

However, it must be pointed out that this behavior is highly

dependent on the operational (separation) conditions, as dis-

cussed in the next section. It is consistent from the literature

that the SILMs have generally been exposed to only gently

over-pressurized gas streams, where membranes are ex-

pected to be less sensitive to penetrant (e.g. CO2) induced

plasticization. Similarly to the conventional, non-porous

polymeric membranes, selectivity loss might occur in the

higher feed (partial) pressure regions in the case of SILMs, as

well.

Beside the studies dealing with H2, CO2 and N2, a limited

number of articles discuss on the effects of trace compounds

e water vapor and H2S e present in the raw, hydrogen con-

taining fermentation gases.

Water content in ionic liquids is an important issue, since it

is capable to modify the physical properties (e.g. density, vis-

cosity) of the IL employed [43] that could in turn either

improve or depress the separation performance and stability

of the membranes.

Scovazzo et al. conducted research on SILMs made of ionic

liquids containing anions other than [PF6]
� to separate CO2, N2

and CH4. In terms of water content, the illustrated experi-

mental results revealed that good CO2 permeation could be

observed even with humidified gas streams [86].

Zhao et al. investigated the role of water content on the

performance of [BMIM][BF4] based SILM using poly-

ethersulfone support matrix for CO2/N2 separation. From both

the theoretical and experimental results it could be drawn

that water content influenced ionic liquidewater interaction

as well as CO2 and N2 permeation by changing their solubility

and diffusivity properties, though its extentwas dependent on
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the gas species. In addition, water presumably caused liquid

loss of themembranes which wasmore pronounced at higher

water concentrations. Nevertheless, it was demonstrated that

the presence of at least a small portion of water could enhance

selectivity, while after reaching a certain level it reduced the

separation efficiency. Furthermore, tests indicated that

membrane stability was not independent of the water con-

tent, without which they could not reliably operate for a long

time [104].

Neves et al. compared the permeabilities of CO2, N2, CH4

gases under both dry and humidified conditions for [C4MIM]

[PF6], [C4MIM][Tf2N], and [C8MIM][PF6] ionic liquid based

membranes. As it was displayed the permeation rates of all

the gases were enhanced with increasing moisture content,

however, selectivity has decreased. It was assumed that water

clusters were formed in the ILs leading to changes in the

transmembrane gas transport. In other words, humidity

lowered the ionic liquids’ viscosities and made the SILMs less

selective. Moreover, it was suggested that the increase in

permeability under wetted circumstances was connected

with the solubility properties of gas species in the ILs. There-

fore, the transport of the less soluble (and more diffusive)

compounds was approximately 2e3 fold more affected in

comparison with CO2. In addition, it has come to light that the

hydrophilicity of the IL was also responsible for the variations

in permeability and selectivity [73].

As a summary, the moisture content of untreated fermen-

tation gases can play multiple roles and should be taken into

account during gas separation using SILMs. It can not only

serve as a restricting factor but can also be advantageous to

prevent long-termperformance loss. However, actionsmay be

required to control water concentration in the gas being

introduced to the membrane in order to realize that benefit.

Concerning the application of SILMs for hydrogen sulfide

removal the work by Park et al. can be cited, where [BMIM]

[BF4] ionic liquid was combined with PVDF solid matrix for

natural gas upgrading. As it was assessed, the increment in

IL content was coupled with a significant improvement in

the permeation rates of all the gases with special regard to

H2S which showed high affinity to the liquid salt. The H2S/

CH4 permselectivity (>200) peaked at an IL to carrier mate-

rial mass ratio of 1.5. Further increase caused selectivity loss

which was explained by the plasticization of the PVDF

support matrix took place due to the high ionic liquid con-

tent [77].

It would appear that supported ionic liquid membranes

likely have potential to recover compounds of interest and the

complexity of the gaseousmixtures is a factor that remarkably

influences the applicability of this technology.

In many cases it was observed that such membranes were

able to outperform the conventional non-porous, polymeric

membranes according to the upper-bound relationship given

by Robeson, which is intended to demonstrate the correlation

between the two main characteristics of the membrane, the

permeability and selectivity. Formore details about the upper-

limits of ionic liquid-based gas separationmembranes see the

review paper by Scovazzo [88].

Although various SILMs have been developed and found to

be promising for CO2, N2, H2O and H2S removal, the target gas

H2 was not involved in the research in many cases.

Therefore, further attempts are essential with raw, H2-

containing fermentation gases in order to get a better under-

standing about the behavior of themembranes under realistic

conditions. Furthermore, it is important to point out that

beyond the presence of the major (CO2, N2) and minor (H2O,

H2S) impurities the viability of IL based membranes for gas

(biohydrogen) separation is dependent on the operational

circumstances (e.g. pressure, temperature), as well.

4.2. Effects of operational conditions on SILM
performance e pressure and temperature dependency

The mechanism of gas transport through supported ionic

liquid membranes is somewhat similar to that of the con-

ventional non-porous, polymeric membranes, indicating that

the diffusivity and solubility of the gaseous compounds

determine the separation. These parameters are affected by

the operational pressure and temperature.

Pressure plays a key role from various aspects in supported

ionic liquid membrane technology. One reason beyond the

increasing popularity of SILMs for biological gas (e.g. bio-

hydrogen) conditioning is their potential feasibility under low-

pressure circumstances, generally up to 2e5 bars [61]. It is

beneficial since good separation properties are expressed

nearly to the conditions where biohydrogen production taking

place and therefore the need for energy intense compression

can be mitigated.

In theory, similarly to the non porous, polymeric mem-

branes the increase in transmembrane pressure gradient is

expected to bring higher gas permeability and separation

factor due to enhanced driving force. However, improving the

pressure ratio above a certain level could cause stability loss of

themembranes since the ILs could be vanished from the pores

of the support material. In addition, SILMs can be compressed

under higher feed pressures. In this case, smaller amounts of

ionic liquids can be carried by the porous support material

leading to reduced membrane resistance and hence perfor-

mance loss may occur. Higher pressures can also cause de-

fects or leakages that structurally disrupt the SILM inherently

causing decreased gas separation efficiency.

To overcome the instability issues related to conventional

SILMs, various techniques have been developed in the recent

years. For example, it was demonstrated that using nano-

filtration membranes as support materials sufficient capillary

binding forces can be provided that help the ionic liquid to

stay in the pores even at higher pressure [32,39]. The stability

and probably the pressure resistance of the SILMs can also be

improved by coating the ionic liquids with a dense polymer

(e.g. PDMS) film. Such a technique has been proposed for

pervaporation membranes but it could equally be suitable for

the fabrication of gas separation membranes, as well [42].

Furthermore, the entrapment of ILs in natural gelling agents

(e.g. gelatin) has been suggested [24]. Another possibility is the

polymerization of ILs since SILMs comprising polymerized

ionic liquids can more likely sustain the harsh conditions due

to their improved mechanical durability [7,17], Gu et al., 2012,

[44,102].

Generally, the pressure limit against which the membrane

can stand e called the critical displacement pressure e is

dependent on factors such as the size and structure of the
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pores in the support matrix, the interfacial tension of the ILs

and the contact angle (Zha et al., 1992, [105]).

In a study by Cserjési et al. it was found that elevated

pressures lowered the permeabilities of pure gases (H2, CO2)

for certain ILs. The reason for this contradictory behavior

remained unclear but the explanation given suggested that

the deformation of the pores in the support matrix has

occurred and thus the available volume for gas transfer has

reduced [26].

Zhao et al. impregnated various (e.g. polyethersulfone

(PES), nylon 6 and polyvinylidene fluoride) membranes in

[BMIM][BF4] ionic liquid. Subsequently, the mechanism of

membrane liquid loss has comprehensively been investi-

gated. It was demonstrated that PES could serve as the most

reliable material, however, the results indicated that the in-

crease both in transmembrane pressure ratio and in the pore

size of the carrier matrix caused ionic liquid loss and signifi-

cant decrease in CO2/N2 selectivity. It was also revealed that

the affinity of ionic liquid to the immobilization matrix is a

crucial parameter influencing the membrane’s stability. The

[BMIM][BF4]/PES membrane was subjected to gas permeation

experiments and it was concluded that the permeation rates

of all the gases (CO2, H2, N2) increasingly changed with feed

pressure, while on the other hand, CO2/N2 and CO2/H2 ideal

selectivities showed a descending trend upon primary-side

pressure increase. Interestingly, it was observed that the

SILMs have not totally lost their separation performances in

spite of the considerable liquid loss at higher pressures. A

couple of possible reasons were supposed to elucidate this

behavior but further research was suggested in order to

confirm the theories [105].

In an earlier work by Zhao et al., the mutual effects of feed

pressure and gas humidity were studied. It was found that at

certainwater content of the gasmixture fed to themembrane,

increasing feed pressure could yield higher permeabilities for

CO2 and N2 gases [104].

In addition, the pressure issue can be important for

aggressive gas removal, as well. In the study by Park et al. it

could be seen that H2S was able to permeate across the

membrane more effectively along with gradually increasing

feed pressure. Therefore, improved removal efficiency was

achieved at elevated transmembrane pressure gradient where

the SILMs could still withstand the harsh conditions [77].

The effect of temperature has thoroughly been evaluated in

many researches. Cserjési et al. have found that the gas

permeation through membranes prepared with VACEM-type

ionic liquids was accelerated by temperature increase in a

statistically significant manner [25]. In their other study, it

was illustrated that increase in temperature resulted in an

increment of H2 permeabilitiy regardless of the IL used. It was

attributed to the change of IL’s viscosity that affected the

transport properties (e.g. diffusivity) of the gases [26].

Finotello et al. investigated the temperature dependency

(25e70 �C) of hydrogen, carbon dioxide, nitrogen andmethane

permeation in imidazolium-based room temperature ionic

liquids at nearly ambient pressure. It was reported that the

higher the temperature the greater the gas fluxes and the

lower the theoretical selectivities could be achieved [30].

It was elucidated by Park et al. that the chain mobility and

volume of the polymeric support membrane (PVDF) increased

with raising temperature and as a result higher amount of gas

was able to pass through the membrane, leading to enhanced

permeability. On the contrary, the work demonstrated that

H2S removal was less efficient at elevated temperatures due to

the opposite effect of temperature on the diffusion and solu-

bility of penetrating gases in the IL used [77].

From the examples found in the literature one can

conclude that an Arrhenius-type relationship represents a

satisfactory correlation between temperature and perme-

ability. The effect of temperature on the behavior of SILMs is

similar to that it has on conventional, non-porous polymeric

membranes and is possibly a consequence of changed phys-

ical characteristics of both the support matrix and the ionic

liquids (e.g. viscosity, density, etc.) and moreover, it alters the

diffusion and solubility properties of specific gases.

5. Assessing some technical challenges in
gas separation membrane bioreactors

In spite of the limited number of relevant studies, it would

appear that integrated systems possess a good opportunity for

process enhancement. The combination of the production

step (upstream) with membrane separation (downstream) is a

well-known, reliable way, however, it needs careful design.

For example, as an economical and practical issue, it is

important to balance the generation and utilization of bioH2. A

possible solution was proposed by Pientka et al. who sug-

gested closed-cell polystyrene foams as pressurized buffers

for the temporary storage of separated hydrogen. This appli-

cation seems useful in cases when biohydrogen demand in

fuel cells is not in perfect synch with its production [78].

Furthermore, in the authors’ opinion, the following chal-

lenges should be considered regarding GSMBR design. How-

ever, due to the remarkable lack of experiences with such

systems, relevant feedback is needed.

1. Pressure control. As it is known, membrane gas separation

requires transmembrane pressure difference for adequate

performance. This can be ensured inside or outside the

bioreactor. If it is generated within the fermenter then as

the pressure increases it will gradually impair the H2

forming activity of the microbes. On the other hand, if we

provide the driving force externally by using pumps and

compressors, it makes the whole set-up more complex. In

addition, the recirculation of (H2-lean) gases has to be per-

formed at the pressure existing in the reactor, claiming

more precise and tuned process control.

2. Biofilm formation on the membrane. The membranes

employed for gas separation are usually made of biocom-

patible materials. Therefore, in case the fermentation

off-gases carry some cells they can be deposited on the

surface of the membrane and biofilm formation may be

expected as the time passes. This bioactive layer could

reduce the efficiency of the membrane and even destroy

the membrane’s structure. Moreover, the surface biofilm

may promote and preserve the undesired e.g. methano-

genic organisms, leading to unfavorable operation.

3. Moisture content. As it was detailed above, the presence

of water vapor in the gas to be purified could be dis
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advantageous for the separation due to cluster formation

inside the membrane hindering the gas transport. Addi-

tionally, its condensation on the surface of the membrane

can be supportive for biofilm formation and enhance the

threat of biofouling.

4. Fermentation control. It is important to properly select the

chemicals used for process control. As an example,

ammonia is routinely used to adjust and maintain pH

during fermentation. In this case, NH3 concentration could

significantly be increased in the gas phase which e simi-

larly to the effect of H2S as mentioned previously e may

damage the membrane by disrupting its consistency and

thus, cause operational failure (e.g. defects). However, its

probability is dependent on the resistance of themembrane

material.

6. Conclusions

This paper emphasizes the attractiveness of membranes in

biohydrogen technology and presents a novel, integrated

system concept, the Gas Separation Membrane Bioreactor

(GSMBR) for process development. The non-porous, polymeric

and supported ionic liquid membranes for the construction of

such a specific application are surveyed and the issues con-

cerning membrane operation are demonstrated. As a sum-

mary, it can be pointed out that membranes are promising

candidates for biohydrogen purification. However, since the

experiences with the membranes under real hydrogen

fermentation conditions are poor, more research and tests are

essential with complex, H2-containing gaseous mixtures in

order to reveal which kind of system and operational condi-

tions (e.g. separation temperature and pressure, gas pre-

treatment to remove or control humidity, etc.) could be the

most feasible for the enrichment of H2 e both from techno-

logical and economical point of views e in an integrated

process, where biohydrogen formation and purification can

take place simultaneously. Nevertheless, due to the possible

separation limitations of the membranes, i.e. they may not

able to ensure the required purity of biohydrogen in a single

step,multi-stage or cascade processesewhere amembrane is

followed by another e may be needed. In addition, several

technical difficulties associated with GSMBR systems have

been revealed for design considerations.
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Possibly correct Reference 104 in line 1828 as follows:"Zhao W, He G, Zhang L, Ju J, Dou H, Nie F, Li C, Liu H. Effect of water in ionic liquid on the separation performance of supported ionic liquid membrane for CO2/N2. J Membr Sci 2010;350:279–85."
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